THE NEW WARRIORS. LIMITED EDITION.
UNLIMITED PERFORMANCE.

DEUTZ-FAHR
7250 TTV WARRIOR
9340 TTV WARRIOR

MaxiVision 2 cab with newly designed armrest and 8“ or 12“ iMonitor. Maximum
comfort for maximum driving capacity.

246 hp (181 kW) Deutz engine: immediate response with a high starting torque
and significant reserve torque with up to 5% less fuel and AdBlue consumption.

Optimum efficiency: continuously variable TTV transmission for a top speed of up
to 60 km/h with a lower engine speed.

7250 TTV WARRIOR.
TOUGHER THAN YOUR
TOUGHEST DAY.

The new 7250 TTV WARRIOR is a special limited-edition model for the
toughest jobs on field and road. Its mission is maximum productivity –
with a brilliant black finish that reflects brilliant bottom-line figures.
This visually striking tractor delivers 246 hp (181 kW) and features a
range of trademark German characteristics: Top quality, precision engineering and reliability are all standard equipment. As is the
cutting-edge technology that drives down costs while protecting the
environment. Innovative and intelligent tractor technology ensures
that the 7250 TTV WARRIOR makes the right statement about your
professionalism – while you enjoy the exceptional comfort of the
MaxiVision 2 cab. Intuitive controls, precision farming systems, innovative axle and brake system concepts, and attachment points for the
heaviest equipment combinations round off a truly special edition
package. No matter how tough the season gets, the 7250 TTV WARRIOR
lets you get even tougher.

Hydraulic system output of up to 160 l/min, lifting capacity of 10,000 kg and four
PTO speeds. Anything is possible.

The comfortable MaxiVision 2 cab with iMonitor 2.0, automated routine functions
and state-of-the-art precision farming systems. No job is too tough.

336 hp (247 kW) Deutz engine: top performance with cutting-edge exhaust technology. Helping you pull through any job.

9340 TTV WARRIOR.
HARDER THAN YOUR
HARDEST JOB.

The 9340 TTV WARRIOR is the most powerful special WARRIOR
model of all time. It enables contractors and farmers to efficiently
and effectively tackle even the toughest jobs. One after another. Its
mission is superior performance in every situation – both in the field
and on the road. The 9340 TTV WARRIOR (336 hp/247 kW) is an
ultra-modern, highly intelligent large tractor with supreme operating
comfort, automated routine functions and the very latest technology.
Every single component is extremely innovative and represents the
best option on the market: from the 47,000-lumen work lights,
comfortable MaxiVision 2 cab and iMonitor 2.0 to state-of-the-art
precision farming systems, a highly efficient Deutz engine with
cutting-edge exhaust technology and continuously variable TTV
transmission for precise speeds from 0.2 to 60 km/h at reduced
engine speed. Additional features include newly developed axle suspension, dry disc brakes, a lifting capacity of 12,000 kg, an electric
opening hood and superb design. All of which helps you to finish your
work before your work wears you out.

Continuously variable TTV transmission with a speed range from 0.2 to 60 km/h at
reduced engine speed. Perfect precision.

12,000 kg lifting capacity, 210 l/min pump output, three PTO speeds: designed to
master any implement.

TECHNICAL DATA

7250 TTV WARRIOR

9340 TTV WARRIOR

Deutz - TCD 6.1 L06 Stage IV

Deutz - TTCD 7.8 L06 Stage IV

bar

1,600

2,000

Cylinders/displacement

no./cc

6 / 6,057

6/7,775

Maximum power (ECE R120)

kW/hp

181/246

247/336

Power at rated engine speed (ECE R120)

kW/hp

169/230

232/316

Rated engine speed

rpm

2,100

2,100

Maximum torque

Nm

942

1,372

Fuel tank capacity

l

400

600

AdBlue tank capacity

l

50

55

TTV

TTV

cont. variable
with three driving strategies
(AUTO/MANUAL/PTO)

cont. variable
with three driving strategies
(AUTO/MANUAL/PTO)

kg

5,480 / 10,000

5,500/12,000

l/min

120 (160 opt)

160 (210 opt)

l

50

90

no.

4 (7 opt)

4 (8 opt)

MaxiVision 2

MaxiVision 2

Air-conditioning unit

std

std

Automatic climate control

opt

opt

ISOBUS interface (ISO 11783)

opt

opt

iMonitor 2 (12.8“ display)

opt

opt

WorkMonitor

WorkMonitor

std

std

pneumatic

pneumatic

std

std

ENGINE
Type
Injection/pressure

Exhaust with stainless steel trim (7250 TTV/9340 TTV)

WARRIOR front LED lights and brilliant black finish
(7250 TTV/9340 TTV)

WARRIOR roof LED lights (7250 TTV/9340 TTV) as
standard

TRANSMISSION
Type

Technology
HYDRAULIC POWER LIFT
Maximum lifting capacity (front/rear)
WARRIOR front/rear cab LED lights (7250 TTV/9340 TTV),
optional

WARRIOR comfort seat (7250 TTV/9340 TTV)

Automatic climate control (7250 TTV/9340 TTV)

HYDRAULICS
Load-sensing hydraulic pump
Hydraulic oil tank capacity (separate)
Hydraulic controls
CAB
Type

WARRIOR black floor mat (7250 TTV/9340 TTV)

Double-glazed rear glass (7250 TTV)

LED lighting for external controls (7250 TTV)

‘A’ pillar display
Upholstered passenger seat
Cab suspension

type

Comfortip
WEIGHT AND TYRES

WHAT MAKES THE WARRIOR
A WARRIOR?
In brilliant black or original DEUTZ-FAHR green, the DEUTZ-FAHR WARRIOR edition is designed for farmers and contractors who make the highest
demands on themselves and their technology. For perfectionists who make no compromises, who do their utmost every day and never give up, even
when conditions are tough. For individualists who want to stand out from the crowd and demonstrate their uncompromising attitude to the outside
world. DEUTZ-FAHR has set a new benchmark in terms of technology, design, superior comfort in work, driving and managing implements, and
individual special equipment. WARRIOR is more than a name for a limited edition high-performance tractor. WARRIOR is an expression of the
character of whoever uses this machine at work. Driving a WARRIOR makes a statement: “I can do everything.”

Kerb weight (min/max)

kg

8,700

11,800

Maximum permitted total weight at 40 km/h

kg

14,500

18,000

710/60R42

900/60R42

Maximum rear tyre size

Technical information and images are for guidance only. As DEUTZ-FAHR is constantly searching for ways to improve the functionality and performance of our products, we reserve the right
to make updates at any time and without prior notice.
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For further information, contact your sales partner
or visit deutz-fahr.com.
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